
PACKAGE  
CONTENTS

1.  Lay out and identify components on a 
nearby table or flat surface.

2.  Place base (F) on flat surface. 
3.  Insert gas cylinder (E) into base (F). 

11. Use provided wrench and Allen wrench 
to fully tighten screw/nut in both locations. 

PRO TIP: Using a 13mm socket wrench  
can make this process easier. 

4.  Identify footrest assembly (B).  
Tilt assembly to locate placement 
hole for gas cylinder to be aligned.

5.  Place footrest assembly (B) onto  
gas cylinder (E). 

12.  Attach metal plates (D) to top of sides 
using screws (H).

6.  Make sure footrest assembly is seated 
correctly onto gas cylinder. 

13.  Locate the arms (C), there is a right 
and a left arm. Armrests slide down 
between sides and seat. Attach arms 
to the metal plates with screws (G). 

7.  Locate chair back and tilt 45 degrees  
forward between the footrest assembly.  

8.  Align screw holes on chair back (A) with 
side holes on footrest assembly.  
The screw holes can be seen when  
zipper is unzipped. 

14.  Go back to chair back screws in Step 9 
and tighten completely. Pull zipper  
down to close access area and tuck  
in zipper under flap for seamless  
aesthetic.

PRO TIP: When tightening screws, be careful 
not to pinch zipper under the screw.

9.  Insert screws (I) through sides and into 
chair back as pictured.   
Once both screws are inserted  
(2-3 revolutions), move to next step. 
Screws will be tightened completely  
at end of chair assembly.

15.  Find pouch (N) and affix it underneath 
left arm using Velcro strip.

10.  Use screw/nut combination (J) to attach 
chair back assembly on both sides of 
back as pictured. 

16.   Last step is to sit in your new chair  
to fully secure the gas cylinder to the 
footrest assembly and make sure  
chair is fully functional. 

YOU’RE FINISHED, ENJOY!
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FOOTREST EXTENSION
The footrest operates independently for convenient 

comfort. Pull back handle until footrest is fully  
extended out, push back handle to retract  

footrest to neutral starting position.

BACK RECLINE
The seat back operates independently for  

convenient comfort. Pull lever to unlock seat back. 
Push lever to lock desired position.  

USAGE INFO Make sure all bolts and screws are fully tightened before using chair. 
Lubricate all moving parts and tighten all bolts/screws every 6 month or whenever needed.

To ensure proper assembly, follow all steps and use all parts. Failure to follow this warning 
can result in serious injury to yourself or others.

ATTENTIONGENERAL CARE AND MAINTENANCESAFETY INFORMATION

WARNING

CONTROLS CLEANING

Extended exposure to direct sunlight can cause the chair material to crack and color to fade.

Keep your pets off of the chair. Their claws and teeth may damage the chair material.

Sweat may become an issue as the moisture and oils can damage the chair material.  
Follow the cleaning guide and wipe the chair clean every so often.

Follow care and proper use. Misuse can lead to damage, not just to the chair but to you as well.

PULL LEVER TO  
EXTEND

PULL TO UNLOCK  
PUSH TO LOCK
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Use a lint-free microfiber cloth with a mild soap-and-water solution to clean the chair surfaces.

Gently wipe all areas to remove any surface dust.
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